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The sun descending in the west, the evening star does
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CGE288
The birds are silent in their nest, and shine;

I must seek for mine.

The moon, in its orbit, sits in heav’n on high, with
si - lent de - light gently smiles on the night.

si - lent de - light gently smiles on the night.

Gently moving (\( \dot{q} = 88 \))

And the night shall be filled with

And the night shall be filled with

Gently moving (\( \dot{q} = 88 \))

And the night shall be filled with

mu - sic, and the night will

mu - sic, and the night will

loco
And the echo with song.

cares of the day shall silently fade a-

day shall silently fade a-

way, as music fills the

way, as music fills the